Director General Speaks

JET Group of Institutions endorses an integrative educational approach that is student-centric, career oriented and value based. Committed to building an institutional culture that fosters creativity, risk-taking, continuous improvement, leadership, and an entrepreneurial spirit, our institution believes in excellence, innovation and the societal relevance and impact of its pursuits. Our primary goal is to nurture socio-conscious professionals by imparting futuristic technical education and to research pioneering solutions to global challenges.

Learning is a continuous and lifelong process that we can explore and pursue together in JGI. The institution is a creative space that allows us to come together and embark on a journey of learning that will last a lifetime.

In this information age when we are surrounded by an expanding universe of knowledge, JGI provides exciting opportunities to connect with this universe for the sake of exploring new possibilities and directions in life.

Welcome to the JET Universe!

Er. Navneet Agarwal
Director General - JGI

VISION
To become a globally recognized institution in technical and professional education, and to provide career and research oriented, value based education to serve the society.

MISSION
• To develop a holistic educational approach that blends fundamentals and hands on experience.
• To build a diverse academic environment that fosters problem solving ability, teamwork, leadership, and commitment towards quality.
• To promote exchange of ideas, innovation, research, and entrepreneurial skills so as to face global challenges.
• To inculcate ethical values and sense of responsibility towards society.
Jodhpur Institute of Engineering & Technology (JIET) Jodhpur Institute of Hotel Management (JIHM)

Courses Offered:

Apart from the ranking and accreditation that set us apart, Engineering at JIET provides you an ingenious platform to learn in the real world atmosphere. Exposure to latest developments in the current technology-driven era by industry experts, and multifaceted programmes being run by different Cells for the all-round development equip our students with cutting-edge training that not only develop industry ready professionals but also shape corporate leaders.

Jodhpur Institute of Management (JEM) Jodhpur Institute of Engineering & Technology (JIET)

Courses Offered:
MBA

The Management course being offered at JIET is supplemented by value added programmes to develop the entrepreneurial spirit with a difference among its students. Interactive sessions by management gurus, case study method and project based learning form a definitive course of action to nurture creative thinking and build managerial skills to the optimum in our students.

JET Group of Institutions (JGI) is an assemblage of reputed engineering, management, nursing and hotel management colleges at Jodhpur (Rajasthan), imparting state of the art vocational education since 2003 with its constituent colleges. The multi-campus JET has been a trusted name among its stakeholders. JET has been able to set benchmarks in higher education in its region.

We Make Things Happen!

JIET Fraternity
Welcome to JIET Universe!

Find Yourself Here!

Courses Offered:
B.Sc. (Nursing)

Nursing programme at JETCON has significantly expanded the discipline of Nursing as a profession, art, and science like no other place. The students are able to learn and understand the nuances of this noble profession with an imput on compassion and care under the guidance of proficient faculty. The beyond syllabus programmes, one of the unique features of JETCON i.e. Spoken English classes that suit the Nursing profession, hands-on experience at our parent tertiary care hospital of Western Rajasthan – Jodhpur Hospital and field exposure through various medical camps arms our students with the indispensible knowledge of Nursing arena.

Let the Industry Chase You.

Courses Offered:
B.Sc. in Hospitality & Hotel Administration Diploma (Food Production, Food & Beverages & Catering, Front Office Operation)

JIET ventures into Hotel Management education this year with an aim of creating hospitality professionals of the first private IHM in the state of Rajasthan affiliated with NOHMET. JHIM is fully equipped with state-of-the-art facilities and boasts of an impressive architecture that gives it an international touch. Experienced faculty and experts in the field of Hotel Management from different parts of India have been roped in for a superlative academic experience. Alliances with top notch luxury hotels in Jodhpur ensure that our students will undergo practical training with the best in the hotel industry.

We Make Things Happen!
NBA ACCREDITATION

JIET standing among Best Institutions of INDIA

JIET is one of the very few institutions out of more than 3000 AICTE approved engineering colleges in India to have NBA ACCREDITED Courses.

NBA provides a quality seal that differentiates the institutions from its peers at National level. This leads to a widespread recognition and greater appreciation of the brand name of institutions and motivates them to strive for more. Students studying in NBA accredited institutions receive education which is a balance of high academic quality and professional relevance. Moreover, the demands and requirements of the corporate world are well integrated into programmes, activities and processes of an NBA accredited institute. It signifies that he/she has entered the portals of an institution, which comprise the essential and desirable features of quality professional education.

HALLMARK OF QUALITY
(Approval, Affiliation & Accreditation)

Approvals:
AICTE | UGC | INC | NCHMCT

Affiliation:
RTU | RUHS

Accreditation:
National Board of Accreditation

RAJASTHAN TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY, KOTA
Kotaghat, Kota - 324007

INNOVATIVE EDUCATION FOR EXCELLENT

Rajasthan Technical University, Kota has achieved ranking in its affiliated institutions on the basis of Quality Index Value “QIV” under the University Grants Commission's National Institutional Ranking Framework (NIRF). The University administration, on the acceptance notice of the Republic Day Celebration on 15th January, 2018 is pleased to inform Jodhpur Institute of Engineering and Technology, Kota of the rank of 34 among 306 Engineering Colleges Excellence, for achieving Third Rank within Group A for the academic sessions 2016-17 & 2017-18 in Engineering Programmes. The University wishes continuous progress of the institute to improve technical education standards hereafter.

Prof. U. S. Chauhan
Prof. D. K. Khajuria

EXPAND YOUR HORIZONS OF KNOWLEDGE
Teaching Learning Process:

JET follows the outcome-based education model to develop the requisite knowledge, skills, attitudes and habits of students. The purpose of the teaching-learning process at its constituent institutes is student-focused. Here, by promoting student-centered learning.

Each programme has its own PEOs (Programme Educational Objectives) and POs (Programme Outcomes) that are derived after consultation with the stakeholders, benchmarking and intensive internal discussions. The COs (Course Outcomes) are developed on the basis of programme outcomes. The course content and assessment are based on the course learning outcomes. Each programme has sturdy mechanisms that assure quality learning.

The Academic Advisory Board helps the constituent institutes to continuously upgrade the quality of the teaching-learning process through research, training, academic audit and quality assurance.

Futuristic & Globally Compatible Academics

EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING BY

250+ EXPERTS

The biggest perk of joining JET is its rich pool of experts. One gets to train under the supervision and guidance of academic experts and industry stalwarts who possess an extensive experience in both industry and academia. Thus, one is benefitted from their passion for research and constant thirst for new practices.

25+ Ph.Ds.

25+ PhD Registered

50+ Books Published

50+ Hours per Year Faculty Development Programs

65+ Conferences Attended

125+ Post Graduates

100+ Online Courses Registered

250+ Research Papers
World Class Infrastructure

The Learning Resources:
Classrooms: The Focused Learning Space

Laboratories:
Enabling Practical Training
100 state-of-the-art labs

Language Lab:
Listen to model pronunciation

Library:
Temple of Learning
30,000+ Books
IEEE & Other e-journals of repute
DELNET | Member of NDLI

Transportation:
The JGI Rath
80+ Comfort Buses

E-Infrastructure:
Importing knowledge in the hi-tech environment

Diverse Learning Opportunities

Auditorium:
A platform for Interface
Seating Capacity for 1000 people

JGI Hostel:
A Home away from Home
Sophisticated AC/Non-AC wi-fi room
Comfortable stay for 450 Boys and 450 Girls
Modern Gym Facility
Yet another landmark of Quality... JET is an approved RESEARCH CENTER (Ph.D. in Engineering) of RAJASTHAN TECHNICAL UNIVERSITY (The Only Research Center of Western Rajasthan) Entrepreneurship Development Cell (EDC) The objective of establishing the EDC on JTI campus is to set up an institutional mechanism to create self-employment opportunities and to convert "Job-Seekers" into "Job-Generators". JGI Incubation Center The idea behind the establishment of Incubation Centre is to promote entrepreneurship skills in budding professionals. Mentors from industries and academics are playing significant role in the development of the centre.

Internship Opportunity (In association with AICTE)
Beyond Academics

FUN FUSED WITH LEARNING!

JET Beyond Syllabus
BE YOUR BEST WHILE ON CAMPUS

STUDENTS' INNOVATION
Glimpses of Technical Excellence

WELCOME TO AN INCLUSIVE ACADEMIC ENVIRONMENT

Training & Placement (T & P)
JGI maintains a Training and Placement Cell to facilitate summer internship and placements by actively interacting with the corporate world on a regular basis. The Cell is playing a role of a bridge between the industry and the student community through meaningful interaction which is intellectually stimulating and brings awareness to the faculty and students to prepare according to the changing demands of the industry.

Personality & Skills Development Cell (PSD)
The basic objective of PSD is to enhance the employability of the students. It comprises professionals from various domains. It focuses on developing both the technical and interpersonal skills of JETians through its uniquely designed curricula and assessment mechanisms.

Sunderbans activities are:
- Career Counselling
- Aptitude Development Workshops (Verbal Ability & Quantitative Aptitude)
- Communication Skills
- GD/PSI Skills
- Personality Development
- Resume Writing Skills

Virtual Campus Drive (VCD)
A value added initiative, Virtual Campus Drive (VCD) is being organized by JET every year to provide a platform to its students to get acquainted with the process of campus recruitment and on-campus drives. VCD gives a golden chance to the students to understand the intricacies and gain first-hand experience of the functioning of corporate world and their placement procedures. A kind of mock recruitment drive, the student participants sit through pre-placement talk, online test, GD round, technical and HR interview. The students get an exposure by interacting with industry experts and alumni during the personal interview round.

RECKON-JET 2018 HACKATHON
RECKON-JET, a 24-hour social hackathon was held on 26th January 2018. The mission of RECKON was to provide an innovative platform to every tech enthusiast to showcase their problem-solving skills to solve crucial problems of society. This event was conducted during Reunion, the Annual Fest of JET Group of Institutions. This Hackathon has been the success so far in the field of innovation in our city with 200+ participants from across the country.

Augmenting the Human Experience
Augment Reality (AR) is a live direct or indirect view of a physical, real-world environment whose elements are augmented (supplemented, by) computer-generated sensory input i.e. sound, video, graphics or GPS data. It showcases a showcase on Augmenting Reality, in which a 3D object is being featured in the realtime.

Names of the students: Saurabh Soni, Suchitra Swami (Final Year, ECE)

An Inter College Practical Training Contest To enhance the quality of 60 days summer training.

Six in-house projects of our students under the guidance of Faculty members have been sanctioned by RST (Department of Science & Technology), Jalpaiguri, Rajasthan.

- Design and implementation of image extraction algorithm to detect PM1 and PM2.5 in JHUEP's LSTM model.
- Android mobile based railway bus ticketing system in ranthambore.
- Design and development of IoT based home automation system.
- Catalyst assisted photochemical degradation of toxic effluents in water.
- Real Time Fleet Monitoring System for educational institutes.
- Plants - A biological approach to reduce the impact of air pollutants.
Campus Recruitment Training Programme In Association With

WAE

Winner Academy of Excellence

It is a well-structured and scientifically designed programme intended to inculcate those skills in the students that give them competitive advantage during recruitment drives. The major focus areas are:

- Communication Skills
- Verbal Ability
- Quantitative Aptitude
- Group Discussion
- Personal Interview

BUILDING REWARDING CAREERS

1000+ TRAINING HOURS

100+ TRAINING DAYS

2000+ PARTICIPANTS

PLACEMENTS BATCH - 2018

300+ 450+
Companies
Placements

Highest Package
10 Lakhs
Per Annum

OUR MAJOR RECRUITERS

Playback Audio Recordings

PLACEMENT OPPORTUNITIES FOR BATCH - 2018

Date of Issue | Name of Company | Date of Issue | Name of Company | Date of Issue | Name of Company
21.07.2017 | Caparo Technologies Pvt. Ltd. | 08.01.2018 | HealthKart | 17.02.2018 | UrbanClap
31.07.2017 | Infosys Limited | 02.01.2018 | Cadbury | 20.02.2018 | BillTech Pvt Ltd
23.09.2017 | Anglo Eastern Ship Management System | 08.01.2018 | Equinix Financial Services Pvt. Ltd. | 23.02.2018 | Palimar Solution Services India
05.10.2017 | Infosys Limited | 06.01.2018 | TCS Technologies Services Pvt. Ltd. | 27.03.2018 | Fourth Wave One Services Pvt. Ltd.
06.10.2017 | Capgemini | 11.01.2018 | Anetc Rathj Group | 25.03.2018 | Effective Power Solutions Pvt. Ltd.
27.10.2017 | Ullam | 29.01.2018 | Wipro
28.10.2017 | Universal | 01.01.2018 | Scottech Web Studio Pvt. Ltd. | 01.05.2018 | Wipro
01.11.2017 | Colleena | 02.01.2018 | Wipro
07.11.2017 | Collabera | 03.01.2018 | Wipro
09.11.2017 | Binex Capital | 05.01.2018 | Wipro
11.11.2017 | CloudTech Solutions | 06.01.2018 | Wipro
11.11.2017 | Indisk Technologies | 07.01.2018 | Wipro
16.11.2017 | Direct Internet Solutions Pvt. Ltd. | 08.01.2018 | Wipro
21.11.2017 | Corpset Media Ltd. | 09.01.2018 | Wipro
22.11.2017 | Sigma IT Solutions Designers Pvt. Ltd. | 10.01.2018 | Wipro
25.11.2017 | D.C. Thinkers | 11.01.2018 | Wipro
25.11.2017 | Click Labs | 12.01.2018 | Wipro
05.12.2017 | Apoorv Campus Drive | 13.01.2018 | Wipro
05.12.2017 | GEMS Power Infrastructure Ltd. | 14.01.2018 | Wipro
07.12.2017 | Application | 15.01.2018 | Wipro
11.12.2017 | Hugh Technologies Pvt. Ltd. | 17.01.2018 | Wipro
02.01.2018 | Accenture | 18.01.2018 | Wipro
20.01.2018 | Oracle Consulting | 19.01.2018 | Wipro
20.01.2018 | Oracle Consulting | 20.01.2018 | Wipro
26.12.2017 | Value Momentum | 22.01.2018 | Wipro
26.12.2017 | Click Labs | 23.01.2018 | Wipro
02.01.2018 | PDL Paraproducts | 27.01.2018 | Wipro
03.01.2018 | Kajoom Art and Crafts | 28.01.2018 | Wipro
03.01.2018 | Marks & Spencer | 29.01.2018 | Wipro
04.01.2018 | Tamaghi Technologies Pvt. Ltd. | 30.01.2018 | Wipro
06.01.2018 | Cognizant Technologies | 31.01.2018 | Wipro
06.01.2018 | Bhavish Atomic Research Centre | 01.02.2018 | Wipro
08.01.2018 | HealthKart | 02.02.2018 | Wipro
15.01.2018 | HealthKart | 03.02.2018 | Wipro
M.Tech. (Two Year PG Programme) at JET

Specialisation

- Computer Science & Engineering: 18
- Digital Communication: 18
- Power Systems: 18
- Thermal Engineering: 18

Eligibility: B.Tech / B.E. in equivalent branch with minimum 65% marks from a recognized University. Candidates taking GATE will be given 15% weightage for PG admission. The admissions are made strictly on merit basis as per guidelines provided by JAC.

Master of Business Administration (MBA) (Two Year PG Programme) - HR, Marketing, Finance

Eligibility: Graduate in any discipline with minimum 50% marks awarded by universities.

Trending: 2 Year PG Programme

Number of Seats: 40

Eligibility: Graduate in any discipline with minimum 50% marks awarded by universities.

Ph.D. in Engineering

CSE & ME

The admissions are made by JNTU through JNTUCET 2017.

B.Sc. in Hospitality & Hotel Administration

Duration: 1 Year

Eligibility: 50% in 10th and 60% in 12th in Hotel Management.

Diploma in Pastry & Confectionery (Bakery & Confectionary, Front Office Operation)

Duration: 1 Year

Eligibility: Above 12th passed in Hotel Management.

ATTENDANCE

All students in all programmes are required to secure 100% attendance in all lectures, tutorials, laboratories and seminars arranged for the respective courses during the semester. However, a relaxation to a maximum of 25% is granted in case of emergency. Minimum of 90% attendance is required to appear to the semester examinations. 100% attendance criteria academic excellence, disciplinary approach and growth of the student.

RAGGING FREE CAMPUS

Ragging is totally prohibited in the institution and anyone found guilty of ragging is liable to be punished.

I feel that JET, Jodhpur has been extremely successful in coping up with the dynamically changing environment, it fully promotes the need of such facilities, and is on the path towards catering a role for itself amongst the premier engineering institutions of the country.

I was particularly involved with the Hiroshima programme at our institute. The programme helped me hone my skills both at professional and personal level. I was included in the spirit of team work, time management and leadership skills. I believe that JET is one of the best places to be in.

It was a great time I spent in JET completing my Bachelor’s in Computer Science Engineering. JET has a wonderful faculty who are very cooperative and supportive to us and participation in extra-curricular activities. The college and the JET have continuously provided us assistance for placements and cracking interviews. I am proud to be JETian.”

Mr. Parvati (Batch – 2016) CAPGEMINI

I would describe JET as an exciting and dynamic learning environment. I have been a student here for the number of additional opportunities that are available. I initially attracted here by the school’s reputation, and my career goals. I felt extremely lucky to be in an environment that allows me to conduct research on what interests me the most, so all my time here I have never felt bored. To any new student coming to the University, I would say this: Think yourself at every opportunity that comes your way. If you get too much, you can always backtrack, but those opportunities can make all the difference between getting what you want and having to settle for second best.

JET Group of Institutions offers a unique combination of learning and self-revelation. I received all the support and guidance from faculty & officers. Comprehensive Training Programs, conclusive and disciplined approach that I had never thought of and my inner potential and achievements.

Mr. Pardal (Batch – 2013) RELIANCE INDUSTRIES LTD.

My experience at JET is something that I can never forget. The time spent here has enriched my life in so many ways. JET has provided me with the necessary tools to enhance my personality. College life at JET was so far away from the city life and I made many friends, many of whom are still my friends.

Ms. Aishwarya Bai (Batch – 2016) BYJUS

It gives me great pleasure to say that I have completed my engineering from Jodhpur Institute of Engineering and Technology. Things could have been different if JET had not nurtured me in all respects, be it in developing a sense of leadership, or helping me in my written and verbal skills. Many thanks to JET! I trust that you will be exposed to diverse opportunities of learning at JET.

Mr. Sahid (Batch – 2018) KALYAN MILL'S

WE GUIDE. YOU DECIDE.